Analysis of Functional Outcome of Bioabsorbable Screws in Arthroscopic Assisted Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
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Abstract

Aim: Prospective analysis of functional final results of bioabsorbable screws in arthroscopic assisted anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.

Materials & Methods: A prospective study done at the Department of Orthopaedics, Rajah Muthiah Medical College & Hospital, Annamalai University, Chidambaram. All instances of anterior cruciate ligament tear within the age group of 18 to 45 years have been taken up for surgical procedure and follow-up completed at everyday intervals for a length of 2 years.

Results: 40 patients with ACL tear have been handled with bioabsorbable screws from June 2015 to June 2017. The mean age of the patients 30.7 years (18-45 years). The mean IKDC rating is 94.33.

Conclusion: In our observe, Patients with ACL reconstruction with bioabsorbable screws had consequences that have been similar with that of other research finished elsewhere with correct functional final results.
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Introduction

Anterior cruciate ligament repair remains one of the maximum common orthopaedic tactics, in particular related to sports participation at any stage\(^[1]\). Several strategies are in modern-day use with achievement success rate between 65\(^%\)\(^[2]\) and 95\(^%\)\(^[3]\). Over several years, fixation for ACL reconstruction has been done with metallic interference screws\(^[4]\). Metallic screws proved to attain strong preliminary fixation and to provide osseous integration in grafts with bony components\(^[5]\). However, numerous worries have arisen due to its application in soft tissue grafts\(^[6]\), for instance, due to the danger of graft harm or of offering more fragile reconstructions. Furthermore, the use of metallic devices creates some disturbances in MRI assessment \(^[7]\), and some calls for implant elimination for the duration of ACL revision surgery, accordingly enforcing elevated problem in an always traumatic process\(^[5,11]\).

For a majority of these motives, and with tendencies inside the bioengineering and biomaterials fields, it's been said that the correct implant need to be biocompatible, biomimetic, and biodegradable\(^[8]\), even as warranting robust.
preliminary fixation with minimum graft damage[39].

A latest level II meta-evaluation from Emond et al.[5] has shown that there aren't any substantial differences in surgical outcomes related to bioabsorbable screws as evaluate with titanium screws for ACL reconstruction. Previously, Shenetal[9], additionally in a meta-analysis of 10 randomized controlled trials comprising 790 patients, determined no surgical outcome distinction between two groups, however observed a higher occurrence of knee effusion with bioabsorbable screws. However, restricted information is supplied about the biologic characterization of such implants and on feasible overseas body reactions.

Concerns associated with the use of bioabsorbable interference screws encompass intraoperative screw breakage, inflammatory reaction main to accelerated or incomplete absorption, joint effusion, encapsulation, screw migration with similarly harm (articular or not), expanded price, and the capability for bone tunnel widening.

Aim of Study
The aim is prospective study of the functional outcome of bioabsorbable screws in arthroscopic assisted anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.

Materials and Methodology
A prospective study was conducted, the data for this study was collected from patients admitted to Rajah Muthiah Medical College and Hospital, Chidambaram, diagnosed to have ACL tear, were treating arthroscopic assisted ACL reconstruction with bioabsorbable interferential screws during the duration June 2015 to June 2017. The clinical and radiological outcome changed into assessed and recorded. The ethical committee clearance was obtained from the group.

Inclusion standards
1. Isolated ACL tear without or with meniscal injury
2. Age 18-45 years
3. All cases of acute and chronic ACL tear
4. No previous knee surgical operation
5. Normal contralateral knee

Exclusion criteria
1. Paediatric ACL injury
2. Infection
3. Osteoarthritic changes in X ray

Principle
Bioabsorbable interference screws have in recent times been used instead of stainless steel screws and titanium screws. Bioabsorbable screws go through gradual degradation via organic process and absorbed excreted by body. The hardware associated complications are lesser. Patient compliance more.

Surgical Technique
Under spinal anaesthesia, under tourniquet control, affected person in supine position, with thigh and foot support. Through midline incision from lower pole of patella to the tibial tuberosity, bone patellar bone graft is harvested, the patella and tibial bone plugs being 2-3 cm in length, 0.5 cm depth and 1 cm in width, the total duration of graft varies from 90 to 100cms. Hoffa’s fats pad cleared and ACL remnants eliminated. Notchplasty is executed, 5 mm of lateral notch is resected, to prevent impingment of the graft and for the visualization of the femoral tunnel entry point. The tibial tunnel access point is made, with the assist of aimer, 3-4 cm distal and 1.5 cm medial to the medial joint line. The tibial tunnel is reamed sequentially with cannulated reamers. The tibial tunnel is cleared of debris. Femoral aimer is handed through the tibial tunnel at “over the top” position 10.30 for the right knee and 1.30 for the left knee at the condyle of femur. Beath pin is introduced via the femoral aimer, in order that it comes out through the anterolateral factor of distal end of femur. Sequential reaming of the femoral tunnel done, tunnel is cleared of debris. The bone patella tendon bone graft harvested and organized is now passed via both the tibial and femoral tunnels with the help of beath pin. The BPTB graft is first secured at the femoral end with bioabsorbable interference screw, the graft is tensioned via retaining the knee in 30° flexion and
now the bioabsorbable interferential screw is implemented for tibial tunnel. Wound closed in layers after drain insitu. Patient knee is immobilized with knee brace.

**Patellar tendon bone graft harvesting**

**Bio Absorbable Interferential Screw Fixation**

**Post Operative rehabilitation**

Compression bandage and long knee brace applied over the operated knee. 4 dose of third generation cephalosporin was given. Rehabilitation was started at the day after surgery underneath the direct supervision of the health care professional. Drain removed at 24-48 hours and drain tip was sent for culture and sensitivity as routine. Sutures removed on 12th post operative day. Postoperative X rays had been taken at the operated limb. All patients had been reviewed periodically at 6 weeks, three months, 6 months and 12 months for the evaluation. Functional outcome was determined by using the subjective international knee documentation 2000 scoring system from the immediate post operative duration to the patient returning to the normal daily sports.

**Result**

In our study, all observed cases, 27 patient were male (67.5%) and 13 were females (32.5%). The mean age of patients 30.7 years (Range 18- 45 years). Mode of injury RTA- 14 cases, sports activities associated -17 cases, self fall- 9 cases. The time of injury to the day of surgical procedure ranged from 24 to 1 year. The average was 141 days. The operative time ranged from 75 minutes to 90 minutes. All the patients covered for this study underwent ACL reconstruction the usage of BPTB autograft. The graft fixation was done with bioabsorbable interference screws. There become no occurrence of posterior blow out on this series. Results were studied in line with the IKDC scoring system. Anteroposterior translation of reconstructed ligaments changed into assessed through lachmans test. The preoperative IKDC rating 66.42%. The post operative mean IKDC rating is 94.33%. The clinical results are excellent for using bioabsorbable interferential screws for ACL fixation.

**Case -1 Pre OP X Ray & MRi Right Knee**
Discussion
Arthroscopic ACL reconstruction with bioabsorbable inferential screws has come to be a common surgical procedure nowadays. A close to normal ligament reconstruction is the intention of any surgeon in so that the functional return will be optimal. Bioabsorbable interference screws are an alternative to metallic implants for ACL reconstruction. The biomaterials used for screw manufacturing range and showcase differing degradation rates. Screws were developed with indications for soft tissue fixation, bone-tendon-bone fixation, or both. Screw designs have developed with distinctive traits and technique recommendations to ease insertion, improve fixation, and reduce the occurrence of screw failure during insertion. Various factors play a position in achieving this. Good muscle control, good enough rehabilitation pre operative and post operative, tunnel placement and fixation strength are some factors widely researched. Bioabsorbable screws are product of poly L-lactic acid, poly glycolic acid, hydroxylapatite. Additional materials had been added by using a few producers as an osteoconductive material. The Biocryl screw is a composite of tricalcium phosphate (30%) and polylactic acid (70%). The tricalcium phosphate serves as an osteoconductive material present in the course of the screw, now not simply the outer surface. Varying the degree of crystallinity has huge have an impact on the degradation charges of these polymers. Highly crystalline screws degrade greater slowly than amorphous substances. Drives spanning the screw length have a lower incidence of screw breakage on insertion. Drive shape impacts the prevalence of screw failure at some point of insertion as well. Tapered screw designs may additionally permit for less complicated screw tunnel engagement. A wide variety of screw sizes are available from each producer.[10]

Advantages of bioscrews aren't any need for removal, no metal related complications, radiologically transparent, patient acceptability more. Disadvantages of bioabsorbable screws are choric aseptic synovitis, tunnel widening, intra operative screw breakage, more expensive. In our study we maintaining the following post operative protocols, first begin static quadriceps exercise then after removal of drain slow knee flexion is started, 60* of knee flexion to be completed with the aid of the end of 1 week. If pain permits non weight bearing crutch walking is commenced from day 2. Unaided weight bearing is started out after 6 weeks. Dynamic quadriiceps and hamstring physical activities started after 8-10 weeks.

In our potential examine, we used subjective IKDC scoring system, which confirmed continuously higher scoring in bioabsorbable screw fixation.

It must be acknowledged that one of the barriers of this study turned into non availability of KT –
100 scoring, so clinical examination in our study was only subjective. Small size of sample should be stated as some other dilemma. However in regards to the two year follow up of the study, the above cited variables might not particularly impact the functional outcome of the study. Major strength of the present study is that it reports the single centre, similar rehabilitation program.

**Conclusion**

40 patients had been taken into the study. All patients underwent ACL reconstruction with bioabsorable interferential screws. The age of the patients ranges from 18 to 45, with a mean average of 30.7. There male preponderance, 27 men as in opposition to 13 women. Commonly right knee affected. The mode of injury includes sports activities accidents in 17 patents, road traffic accidents in 14 patients and fall 9 patients. The time of injury to the day of surgery ranged from 24 to 365 days. The average was 141 days. The operative time ranged from 75 minutes to 90minutes. As the patients who had associated meniscal tears to cope with took extra operative time, this parameter became now not taken into consideration for evaluation in this study. The graft fixation was done with bioabsorbable interferential screws.

We conclude that our results of arthroscopic assisted ACL reconstruction with bioabsorbable screws in terms of based at the IKDC knee scoring System are excellent arthroscopic reconstruction.
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